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ROLE OF THE CMS DETECTOR
CONTROL SYSTEM AND EXPERIENCE
DURING RUN-I
The DCS of the CMS experiment enables the coherent
and safe operation of the detector. It provides the supervision of the experiment, allowing for the operation of the
sub-detectors and sub-systems and works in synchronization with the LHC, automatically preparing CMS for data
taking whenever LHC is ready to generate collisions. The
availability of the DCS is crucial to ensure the operation of
the experiment and to maximize data taking time.
The CMS DCS consists of an interconnected federation
of independent applications, all of which are based on the
WinCC OA control system toolkit from ETM professional.
The central CMS DCS team takes responsibility for the
infrastructure and platform on which the control applications
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The Detector Control System (DCS) of the Compact
Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment ran with high availability throughout the ﬁrst physics data-taking period of the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). This was achieved through
the consistent improvement of the control software and the
provision of a 24-hour expert on-call service. One remaining
potential cause of signiﬁcant downtime was the failure of
the computers hosting the DCS software. To minimize the
impact of these failures after the restart of the LHC in 2015,
it was decided to implement a redundant software layer for
the control system where two computers host each DCS application. By customizing and extending the redundancy
concept oﬀered by WinCC Open Architecture (WinCC OA),
the CMS DCS can now run in a fully redundant software
conﬁguration. The implementation involves one host being
active, handling all monitoring and control tasks, with the
second host running in a minimally functional, passive conﬁguration. Data from the active host is constantly copied to
the passive host to enable a rapid switchover as needed. This
paper describes details of the implementation and practical
experience of redundancy in the CMS DCS.

run. This includes Windows operating system, WinCC OA
software and other software dependencies such as the OPC
DA servers used to communicate with front-end hardware.
WinCC OA is a modular and distributed software package
where the functionality is implemented in independent processes, called managers, that communicate via the TCP/IP
protocol. The central processing unit is the event manager
which keeps the current process image in memory and ensures the distribution of data to other managers. The process
image is organized in typed, structured process variables,
called data points. A WinCC OA project is a conﬁgured set
of managers running in a single server, typically connected
to a local event manager. A WinCC OA system identiﬁes
a namespace corresponding to one event manager (or two
redundant event managers in case of redundant systems).
Many systems can be connected forming a distributed network which enables data exchange between systems.
The CMS DCS ran successfully throughout the ﬁrst data
taking run of the LHC with high availability. However, a
potential cause of signiﬁcant downtime was the failure of
server hardware, which would immediately stop the hosted
control application. In order to restore full functionality of
the CMS control system, the central team would intervene
urgently to prepare a new server and target the unavailable
application to the new computer. This operation was time
consuming (up to 1 hour) and could introduce unexpected
problems due to the complexity of the installation process.
In order to mitigate the issue of server failure, it was decided to implement redundancy at the control software layer
by running each CMS WinCC OA system on two computers, one located in the underground cavern and the other in
the computer centre on the surface, in order to overcome a
failure of the services or infrastructure at a single geographical location. In this way, if a single server would fail, all
CMS DCS control applications would continue to run and a
deferred intervention could then be planned to replace the
failed hardware. Details on the selected server hardware
can be found in [1]. The present paper presents the ﬁnal
software solutions adopted during the full migration of the
CMS DCS to the redundant architecture.
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REDUNDANCY IN WINCC OA
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The WinCC OA control system toolkit provides a built-in
mechanism for achieving high availability through redundant
systems. In this approach, two complete, identical instances
of each project run on two separate computers, called peers.
One project runs as the active peer while the other runs as a
hot standby or passive peer. While the system runs in a fully
redundant conﬁguration, data changes in the active peer are
constantly synchronized across to the passive peer so that
it is always up-to-date. If the active peer fails or a manual
switchover is requested, the passive peer immediately takes
over the role of the active peer.
To avoid both peers sending and receiving value updates from the front-end hardware, the standard WinCC
OA drivers running on the passive peer are programmed to
discard commands and data point updates.

The selected approach to address the aforementioned issues is to run the complete application including drivers and
custom scripts only on the active peer and to run a minimal
conﬁguration on the passive peer (Fig. 1). This minimal
conﬁguration is similar for any application, consisting of the
basic WinCC OA managers plus two CMS managers to handle redundancy. Mock drivers, called simulation managers,
must also exist on the passive side for each corresponding
driver on the active side to enable synchronization of the
complete set of WinCC OA conﬁguration data.

CONSTRAINTS IN CMS DCS

Although the CMS DCS is based on the WinCC OA
toolkit, some implementation decisions and technologies
that are used mean that the standard approach of running
two identical peers is not feasible or possible. For instance,
the CMS DCS makes use of signiﬁcant quantity of CERN
software that has been built upon WinCC OA, such as the
JCOP Framework [2]. This software was not initially written with the requirement of supporting redundant systems.
While many JCOP components could be quickly modiﬁed to
become fully compatible with redundant contexts, there were
some components where the fundamental design and implementation choices prevented any simple route to achieve
redundancy readiness.
Moreover, many hardware devices (PLCs, power supplies)
used in CMS do not support connections from two servers,
or their performance drops signiﬁcantly with multiple connections. Also, contrary to typical industrial applications
where control systems operate with the same conﬁguration
for months or even years, the CMS DCS systems frequently
evolve with time. Smooth handling of component installation is essential, so the use of redundancy must not complicate installation for the sub-detector developers. Interruption
of the system during upgrades can be tolerated because upgrades are initiated by sub-detector experts who can schedule
the intervention at an appropriate time.
An additional factor to be considered is that the behaviour
of any non-trivial code running simultaneously on two peers
can diverge because of timing issues or the limited functionality of the passive peer. For instance, even if the actions
on the process variables (data points) are disabled on the
passive peer, all the side eﬀects of the managers, such as
sending emails or opening a TCP socket must be disabled
in the passive mode otherwise they will be executed twice
(once per each peer). To inspect and modify all the potential issues in the code of every CMS sub-detector was not
feasible, hence an alternative solution had to be found.
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DUPLICATION OF ACTIVE/PASSIVE
STATUS

Figure 1: A typical conﬁguration of active and passive peers.
The standard WinCC OA active/passive status of each
peer is combined with a CMS-speciﬁc active/standby status.
WinCC OA status is driven by WinCC OA, depending on
the built-in redundancy mechanism. The CMS status reﬂects the conﬁguration of the running managers: the passive
conﬁguration corresponds to the minimal conﬁguration that
should run in the passive peer, while any other conﬁguration
is considered active. All four combinations of states are
possible but only two (WinCC OA Active/CMS Active and
WinCC OA Passive/CMS Standby) are stable (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Combinations of WinCC OA/CMS Redundancy
Status and possible actions to exit unstable conﬁgurations.
When an unstable combination is reached, custom logic
will act in order to bring the peer to a stable conﬁguration.
The action taken depends on several conditions (e.g. checking if the other host is pingable). When a peer detects the
conﬁguration WinCC OA Passive/CMS Active, it can exit
this situation by forcing itself to be active or by restarting
itself with the minimal conﬁguration. A peer that detects
the situation WinCC OA Active/ CMS Standby will either
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All the control software used in the CMS control system
is provided in the form of packages, which can be deployed
and updated via a dedicated web interface. As the CMS DCS
installations are applied to running systems, frequently the
start of the installation process involves switching to a safe,
reduced functionality state (e.g. stopping the connection to
hardware). The installation and upgrade of the components
is handled in a dedicated tool developed centrally at CERN
in the JCOP framework. This tool supports redundancy and
keeps track of which version of the component is installed in
each of the two peers. Following this approach the complete
installation has to be repeated in each peer. The installation
tool provides two operation modes for redundancy:
• Installation in Active Mode: The component is installed
in the active peer and no redundancy switch is performed.
• Installation in Split Mode: When a component must
be installed, the system is set to split mode, that is the
two peers become independent, and the installation
is performed on the passive peer. After installation,
the passive peer becomes active and redundancy is reenabled. The process is repeated in the newly passive
host and ﬁnally the redundancy is enabled again.
However both approaches are problematic in the CMS
environment. Using the ﬁrst approach, any new component
will not be installed in the passive peer until it switches to
active. This is the wrong moment to install a component,
because it will cause unscheduled downtime in the active
peer during the critical moment of the switchover. Moreover,
in this case, the installation will be unattended because there
is no expert explicitly requesting it.
The second approach causes two redundancy switches
during the installation of any component. This increases
downtime when upgrading/installing a component, which
would be tolerable for large, complex installations. For small,
rapid upgrades and patches, the overhead of two redundancy
switches is less acceptable.
The CMS solution is to install the components in the active
peer (as it was done before redundancy was introduced) and
then perform a light version of the installation in the passive
peer. The possible elements of a typical installation were
analysed to ﬁnd the best way to deploy them to both peers.
• Changes in the process image (data points, data point
types etc.): the creation / modiﬁcation of new data
points or data point types is the basic purpose of an installation and does not pose any problem to redundancy
because the process image is automatically synchronized by WinCC OA in the passive peer.

• Addition of new WinCC OA managers: During installation, new managers might be added to the project in
order to perform speciﬁc tasks. These managers are
not immediately activated in the passive peer in order
to preserve the minimally active state, but their conﬁguration is stored internally so that they can be started
in case of a switch to CMS active mode.
• Files inside the project directory: Local ﬁles used in the
project are synchronized from the active to the passive
peer by the CMS redundancy managers.
• Installation tool receipt to track which component is
installed in each peer: The receipt can be written on the
active peer and automatically synchronized to the passive peer, so that the installation tool believes the component is already installed in the passive peer and will
not trigger another installation in case of a switchover.
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INSTALLATION OF COMPONENTS IN A
REDUNDANT SYSTEM

• Conﬁguration ﬁles: Some project conﬁguration ﬁles
might be updated during installation. These ﬁles can
be synchronized from the active to the passive peer by
the CMS redundancy managers.

• Special actions interacting with the operating system:
The developer can deﬁne special actions that interact
with the operating system (e.g. modifying the Windows
registry to conﬁgure an OPC Server). Such actions
need to be repeated in both peers and must be placed in
special scripts that are executed during the switchover
to CMS active mode. The execution of these special
actions is delayed until the switchover to ensure that
they run with the most recent conﬁguration data.

In case of a redundancy switch, the passive system is
activated, already having the latest components installed, and
becomes fully operational within a few seconds or several
minutes, depending on system conditions and the speciﬁc
application complexity.
This approach for redundant installation is almost transparent for the sub-detector developer, requiring only minor
component changes related to special operating system actions. The central CMS DCS team have minimized these
changes by preparing scripts for the most common cases.

REDUNDANCY SWITCHOVER
CONDITIONS
The main purpose of redundancy in CMS is to handle the
situation where the server hosting a peer fails completely.
Further improvements can be made to trigger a switchover
in other common failure modes.
Typical checks included in the list of switching conditions
are related to the server resources. For example free memory
and free disk space are evaluated in each server and cause
an increase in the error level of a peer when falling under
a certain threshold. This is a default feature of WinCC OA
that has been re-used, but the thresholds have been redeﬁned
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perform the transition to become CMS Active or wait for
the other peer to become fully active.
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because of the large amount of memory available on the
servers where the DCS applications run.
Moreover, other application speciﬁc switching conditions
are conﬁgurable in the CMS DCS implementation. The same
condition (e.g. is the PLC pingable) is periodically evaluated
in two peers. The state is propagated when the condition is
stable, i.e. a waiting time (> polling time) has passed since
both peers evaluated the condition. This avoids unnecessary
switches in case the error is present on both peers, but was
detected at diﬀerent times due to desynchronized polling
cycles (e.g. if an essential PLC is not pingable from both
peers there is no beneﬁt to switch).
This feature was implemented using CMSfwClass [3], a
CMS library that implements object-oriented behaviour in
WinCC OA, making it straightforward to extend a base class
to deﬁne new custom conditions.
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HANDLING EXTERNAL PROCESSES
The CMS DCS is mainly implemented using WinCC OA
but it also needs to run other external processes. These processes typically need to be stopped on the passive peer and
started in the active peer following the redundancy switch
of WinCC OA. Examples of these processes include the
name servers for the custom CERN Data Interchange Protocol (DIP) and Distributed Information Management System (DIM) protocols and OPC servers (that are automatically started with the WinCC OA OPC client but need
to be stopped in the passive peer). A centrally-developed
CMS tool allows component developers to conﬁgure the
non-WinCC OA processes to be started or stopped in case
of redundancy switch. This mechanism is connected to the
CMS active/standby state rather than to the WinCC OA state.
This defers the starting/stopping of the process until the
complete activation of the project.

SPLIT BRAIN SCENARIO
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When the network between two redundant peers goes
down, both peers activate because they cannot contact the
other server. When the network recovers, one peer must be
killed and restarted in passive mode. By WinCC OA default
behaviour, peer 2 will always be killed after a network outage.
This is not the desired behaviour. Rather we want, if all
other conditions are the same in the two peers, to retain the
previously active peer in active mode. It was possible to
obtain this behaviour by raising the error level of the newly
active peer for a few seconds when switching from passive
to active state because the other peer is not contactable. By
enabling the relevant WinCC OA option, when the two peers
reconnect, the one that had the highest error level while
disconnected is restarted in passive mode.

AUTOMATIC RESOLUTION OF
INTERNAL DATA POINTS

Data points that represent values speciﬁc to each individual peer (e.g. manager status, monitoring of the memory or
of the disk) need to be duplicated (with the appending of a

_2 postﬁx for the second peer) and conﬁgured to be writable
also from the passive peer. The CMS DCS team developed
an abstraction layer in form of a library that provides redundant compatible versions of the basic WinCC OA functions
dpGet, dpSet and dpConnect (used for reading, writing or
connecting to a value). These functions will automatically
replace the data point names, adding the _2 postﬁx when
needed. The default is to use the data point related to the
active peer in a UI connected to both peers and the data point
related to the connected peer in case of scripts connected to
one peer only. The only modiﬁcation for the sub-detector
developers was to replace the standard WinCC OA functions
with the CMS redundant-compatible versions.

CONCLUSIONS
The strategy for redundancy presented in this paper has
been successfully applied to the CMS DCS during the ﬁrst
LHC long shutdown and is currently operating in 34 WinCC
OA systems running on 29 pairs of servers.
The approach adopted in CMS DCS eliminated the need
for adaptations in many third-party software components
while enabling the full beneﬁt of an automated switchover
to a hot standby system. In this way the CMS DCS does not
require urgent expert intervention as the result of issues with
a single server.
The implementation fulﬁls the original requirement of
providing robustness against total server hardware failure
and, furthermore, triggers a switchover in other failure conditions such as exhaustion of memory and disk space.
By creating an abstraction layer over the redundancy tools
of WinCC OA and CMS, the central CMS DCS team minimized the impact on the sub-detector developers in terms
of the code changes needed to prepare their applications for
running in the redundant environment.
All major issues related to the redundancy were successfully addressed, while keeping additional complexity to a
minimum. The current conﬁguration is expected to guarantee high availability and reliability of CMS DCS during the
Run-2 phase of the LHC accelerator.
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